
FEATURES & BENEFITS
FULL SHIFT CONNECTED CAMERA WITHOUT COMPROMISES 

Don’t let a dead battery leave you exposed. With a larger 4300 mAh 

battery, Axon Body 4 lasts a full shift even when using Respond real-

time services.

ROBUST BI-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS*
Collaborate like never before with our robust two-way communications 

feature. Field personnel can request that designated support 

teams view their body camera livestreams with a single click of the 

Watch Me button, providing an extra set of eyes on the scene. Plus, 

our bi-directional communication system allows for seamless 

communication between livestream viewers and Axon Body 4 users, 

making it easier than ever to stay connected.

ENHANCED IMAGING

Never miss a moment with our enhanced camera options. The 4:3 

aspect ratio with a 160-degree field of view increases visibility by 

39%, allowing you to capture more of the situation. Plus, our 

upgraded 5 MP sensor provides sharper images with more detail.

/ Capture Scenes 

Axon Body 4 is more than just a body camera - it's your reliable partner on the field, maximizing safety and 

transparency with enhanced camera options, longer-lasting battery, and the ability to request support 

anywhere. With streamlined operation and faster charging, you'll spend less time on administrative tasks 

and more time on what really matters - keeping yourself and others safe. The improved security and 

storage options give you the confidence that your footage is secure and always within reach. Plus, the 

optional Flex POV module lets you capture every moment from any angle. Elevate your performance and 

safety with Axon Body 4.

from Any Angle

Capture unique perspectives 

with the optional Flex POV 

module. Plug it into an Axon 

Body 4 camera to record from 

new angles, like head 

mounted, shoulders, or in-

hand for viewing around 

corners or underneath 

vehicles. It's smaller, lighter, 

and more durable than the Flex 

2, with an IP67 waterproof 

rating and no need for 

charging, resulting in 

maximum flexibility.  
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STREAMLINED OPERATION FOR GREATER EFFICIENCY 

With simplified camera registration and operation, programmable 

buttons, mute and sleep reminders, and recording and power off 

confirmations, users can easily control their cameras and stay on 

top of their recording statuses.

REAL-TIME SUPPORT*
Stay connected and in control with Axon Respond. Our real-time 

support system lets you view user locations on live maps, receive 

instant alerts to potential escalations, and even view developing 

situations through live streams. Plus, with the ability to upload 

critical recordings in the field, you’ll always have the tools you 

need to stay ahead of the curve.

FASTER, MORE CONVENIENT CHARGING
Get back to work quickly with the new magnetic disconnect 

fast charge cable, which delivers 20% charge to your device in 

30 minutes.

IMPROVED SECURITY AND STORAGE
Capture footage with confidence knowing it is secured with XTS-

AES 256 bit disk encryption. Plus, with an increased 

128GB solid state hard drive, you can store even more footage 

and images.

SPECIFICATIONS

VIDEO 
RESOLUTION
1440, 1080, 720, 
480

VIDEO FORMAT 

MPEG4

BATTERY LIFE
14 HOURS 

STORAGE
128 GB

PRE-EVENT 
BUFFER
CONFIGURABLE 
UP TO 120 SEC

IP RATING
IP67

US MILITARY 
STANDARD
MIL-STD-810G

DROP TEST
6 FEET

OPERATING 
TEMPERATURE
-20 C TO 50 C

ENCRYPTION
XTS-AES 256 FULL 
DISK ENCRYPTION

 *REQUIRES AXON RESPOND




